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Thursday, July 27. 2006

PSPWeather : View local weather on your PSP (v1.06)

Hi All,

PSPWeather is a simple network software to view the local weather conditions on your PSP.
It has been developped by McDongle a year ago (see here for details and earlier versions).

I've worked a bit on it, and here is the change log :

- Port to new SDK
- Fix DHCP issue (work fine on 1.5FW now !)
- Many bug fix, code cleanning, memory leak fix etc ...
- Add a simple startup icon

A binary version for 1.5FW and sources are included in this zip archive :
pspweather-v1.06.zip

  Enjoy,

               Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in Weather at 22:30

It doesn't work on my 1.50 PSP. The Wifi light flash and then it goes off and the screen is only connecting... The Router is my 1st
connection and it works OK it other apps.
    Trop on Jul 28 2006, 02:43

Hello again ZX . 

Its a long time since I dont bother you for a while xD. I was just wondering if you could add an option to this appz for being able to use
it in celsius grades. It would be much more useful for Spanish users. I could translate your eboot into Spanish, if you're interested in
that.

Have a nice day pal.
    Unicorn on Jul 29 2006, 19:55

Hi Unicorn .

Thanks for the proposal, but it's not my homebrew, it's the one of Mcdongle who is still working on it . You can contact him on ps2dev
(sending him a pm), i'm sure he will be pleased to answer,

Take care,           Zx.
    Anonymous on Jul 29 2006, 19:58

ok, I will, but I prefer to contact you, you know that your my favourite PSP coder xD. You're alwys there to try to help...and you dont
get anything for that 
    Unicorn on Jul 29 2006, 20:12

Unicorn, 
To get Celsius values, you need to edit the units tag in your pspWeather.cfg (/PSP/GAME/PSPWEATHER or
/PSP/GAME/__SCE__PSPWEATHER/ folder) so it looks like
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m

The value s is for standard (F/mi/mph)
and the value m is for Metric (C/km/kmh)
    mcdongle on Aug  4 2006, 05:13

Err, make that "(units)m(/units)" where the parenthesis's are carrot's (shift + , and shift + .)
    mcdongle on Aug  4 2006, 05:17

I downloaded the program, but where do i put it and how do i access it with my psp? please help!
    ajma on May 19 2008, 19:39

This homebrew works only with 1.5 fw and you need to have a custom firmware installed on your psp.

Latest version of this homebrew is here :
http://forums.qj.net/f-psp-development-forum-11/t-release-pspweather-v20-beta-97338.html

Zx
    zx-81 on May 19 2008, 19:57

could you tell me how we can check weather on psp
    humza on May  9 2009, 06:36

is this app ported to the 5xx kernal yet? srry if im bringing this up
    juan577 on Feb 18 2011, 14:38
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